METAVERSE… THE NEW HORIZON OF EVOLUTION
From Keno Oneo, Mastermind of the Metabliss-Project

1

The human mind, if one follows the neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux, has
taken about "four billion years" to evolve into that quality which we today
call "our mind".

2

LeDoux describes the most important stages of our mental evolution as the
continuous and biological action of a survival program:
Our spiritual qualification
continues to this day
as a biological survival program.

3

If one tries to depict the beginning of this development of our spirit broadly
speaking, one gets the following picture:
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LeDoux assumes that we are "the descendants of those who were not
courageous, but often huddled fearfully in a cave". Therefore, WE-ness ...
accomplished through the protection of Unification ... is the central impetus
of Archaics.

5

From this point of view, Archaic can be described as follows:
Archaic is the neuro-programming
that seeks to liberate man's Now-Consciousness
... to liberating from the fear of being at the mercy.
The liberation is organized
by the production of WE-ness (Unification)
within the given social constellation.
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Thus, WE-ness and Unification are not, as sometimes claimed, the goal of
an enlightened "civil society", but the primordial ground of the human Spirit.
If we are currently lacking the WE-ness, then this merely says that in the
currently dominating stage 3 (= Knowing-Better through differentiation) we
have placed too one-sidedly on the programmatic of Rationality of Meaning
and Cognition of Meaning, i.e.
Progress through those Innovations
which become possible
through creative Differentiations.

7

This program is absolutely not wrong. On the contrary, it has enabled us
as humanity to develop sciences and, in particular, progressive
technologies. It follows:
The current dominance
of digital-Technologies ...
e.g., Internet, Metaverse, Crypto and AI ...
are consistently leading our human Spirit
into a Transition of Epochs, into an epochal Break.

8

What is this epochal break? The epoch of fears is coming to an end. The
epoch of courage emerges on the horizon (see point 4).

9

It is the task of technical-digital-Technologies to culturally initiate this
epoch of courage:
We are spiritually moving from the strategy
of innovative Differentiations (Evolution) to the new strategy
of a Magic accomplished by Interfusions ... Co-Evolution.

10

From this follows as a prediction: in the next 10 years (maybe even
sooner) we will mentally prepare ourselves for the expansion of the system
we call "technology". As a sketch:
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Currently, the spotlight is still fully focused on the innovative developments
though technical-digital Technologies ... i.e. VR, AR and Immersive
Reality.

12

This is a good thing, because it develops the necessary intellectual basis
for the coming Epoch of Courage:
We as humanity will not be able
to switch from Innovation to Emergence
without "Digital Mixed Realities".

13

Emergence needs the shaping of the unknown and the utilization of the
subjectively implausible:
Without VR, AR and Immersive Reality,
we will not be able to program our Mind
to the shaping of Emergence.
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But this will not suffice: "Digital Mixed Realities" need the integration of
neuronal-intrinsic Technologies to equip our mind for the cooperation of
the mind with the Spirit of Creation.
As quantum physicist Herbert Pietschmann has analyzed that the Now of
Becoming is always particularly productive and positive when the actor
(e.g. a human being or a culture) can merge with the inherent Dynamics of
Creation (= Interfusion).

15

What is this inherent Dynamic of Creation? In the words of Pietschmann:
"It consists of the Simultaneity of Differentiation and Unification."

16

It is about spiritually cooperating with Creation in such a way that the best
possible Evolution can emerge ... this is the strategy of Co-Evolution.

17

Interfusion is the basis for this Cooperation. This implies: since Creation
consists of the Simultaneity of Differentiation and Unification, for stage 4 ,
which is focused on Emergence and Co-Evolution, we need a novel
conception of creative Differentiation that can actively promote the
Common ... that is, WE-ness through Unification ... :
We need a creative
Differentiation that positively
promotes and qualifies the Common.

18

Thus, the primordial program of our spiritual Evolution ... that is, WE-ness
through Unification (see point 3) ... is now becoming very actual and
significant. This means:
If we want to spiritually
proceed into the Epoch of Courage (= Inclusive-Fitness)
and into the Practice of Co-Evolution,
we absolutely need the Simultaneity and Interactivity
of METAVERSE and METABLISS.

19

The following model is the basis for this statement:
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Both Metaverse and Metabliss lead the collective Spirit of Humanity out of
the one-sidedness and dominance of hierarchical knowing-better and
dogmatic exclusion of people and beliefs that do not conform to the
mainstream. This means:
 Everything that is now being discussed and agitated across
the broad spectrum of woke ... from feminism to diversity to
anti-racism to cancel culture to liberated sexuality ... can be
realized if we can put the creative power of differentiation at
“the service” of a new kind of WE-ness.
 Interfusion is the strategy by which we can qualify the power
of Unification (WE-ness) so that Co-Evolution succeeds.

21

Co-evolution will only succeed if we enable ourselves to make the inherent
Dynamic of Creation (= the Simultaneity of Differentiation and Unification)
our future partner. This means:
The more our Spirit
transforms into the Now of Creation,
the more efficient Co-Evolution will become,
that we organize.

22

Now, how can our Spirit become identical with the Now of Creation? That
is the key question. The answer:
It will only succeed
once a "Whole Life Metaverse"
integrates the Rituals of Metabliss in itself ...
only then the human Spirit
can transform into Creation ...
into the Now of Creation.
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All in all:
 The next stage of our spiritual evolution absolutely needs the
development and establishment of that system which is
called "Metaverse".
 However, the unfolding of the strategy of Interfusion, typical
for the coming Epoch of Courage, requires not only the
technical-digital Technologies (VR, AR, Immersive Reality,
etc.), but at the same time the development and use of
neural-intrinsic Technologies ... that is METABLISS.
 The neural-intrinsic Technologies of Metabliss are essential
for the innovative Differentiation power of the Metaverse to
merge with the harmonizing Unification power of WE-ness.
 When Differentiation becomes the engine of a growing WEness, we as Humanity will be able to establish a Practice of
Co-Evolution:

The effect of Co-Evolution
is to democratize the Spirit
of making our futures better,
from Bottom-up.

This will be a great historical leap ... our entering into the 2 nd
Axial-Age.
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